
A new framework for the �-alulusRob NederpeltandFairouz KamareddineDepartment of Mathematis and Computing SieneEindhoven University of TehnologyEindhoven, the NetherlandsAugust 1992�-alulus is fundamental for the foundation of Logi, Mathematis, Computerand Cognitive Siene. This makes it indispensable to formalize the �-alulus ina way whih avoids most of the ompliations assoiated with, amongst others,substitution, variable renaming and the searh of bound and free ourrenes ofvariables. Suh a formulation will have advantages for all areas that use �-alulus,whether theoretial (suh as Logi and Foundation of Mathematis) or applied (suhas Funtional and Logi programming).We address this problem by setting the ground for a �-alulus notation thatstrongly mirrors the two fundamental operations of term onstrution, namely ab-stration and appliation. In partiular, we single out those parts of a term, alleditems in our framework, that are added during abstration and appliation. Thisitem notation proves to be a powerful devie for the representation of basi sub-stitution steps, giving rise to di�erent versions of �-redution inluding loal andglobal �-redution. In other words substitution is formalized as an objet languagenotion rather than remaining a meta language one. This substitution is, we show,the most general up to date as it an aommodate most of the known redutionstrategies. In addition, we show that our notation is useful for term and variablemanipulation and for loating the type of a term.After setting out this notation and introduing objet level substitution, weexploit the new framework by showing that it proves powerful in aommodatingimportant notions of the �-alulus. We disuss the role of types in the presentedsetting and provide a type operator whih gives a representative type for a typeableterm. Moreover, in aommodating types in our system, it turns out that a generalframework for many typed lambda aluli an be obtained in the general setting.Another attration of our new approah is that by speifying a number of parame-ters, one de�nes one system of typed lambda alulus or another. In fat, it turnsout that many known systems of typed �-alulus �t in the proposed setting, inpartiular the ones onneted with \Barendregt's ube". The general frameworkleads naturally to a number of generalizations. It gives muh freedom and is atthe same time simple and perspiuous. It allows theorists to ompare the di�erentsystems as to important properties and enables pratial users to make their hoiesat the relevant plae.
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